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Elizabeth R. Thompson, thompser@purdue.edu

Open collaboration has the ability to yield innovative solutions to complex problems. However,
not all platforms or collaborative relationships in digital ecosystems lead to consistent
outcomes (Mergel, 2015). Using established computational social science methods and topic
modeling, an exploratory analysis of the emerging topics related to “open” climate science in
repositories on GitHub will be conducted. New research on open collaboration in GitHub may
lead to insights on mechanisms supporting effective collaboration for urgent global challenges.
The dataset will be pulled using the GitHub API. A primary focus will be determining the specific
repositories to use for the topic modeling (Russell et al., 2018). Pull requests and forks of
repositories, along with adding issues and other contributions will be included in the topic
modeling analysis (Brisson et al., 2020). These data on developer-follower collaborations can be
obtained using various GET requests (Bana and Arora, 2018). The anticipated contributions
include further understanding the structure of open collaboration in digital ecosystems, and
developing an understanding of how data science collaboration and/or theory-guided data
science emerges in open collaboration environments (Karpatne et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019).
As new methods and tools emerge, exploratory studies can help develop an understanding of
these themes and relationships in order to develop more detailed studies.
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